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(Sometimes, you have to download the table twice - once for the body and once for the head. Make sure you download the head
version first.) Tip: While downloading, make sure you select the option to download the whole folder, not just one file. After
downloading the table, drag and drop the W40k.CT file into the modding directory. If you're using W40kWA.CT, just copy the
W40k.CT file into the modding directory. If you're using the Dark Crusade version of the mod, you have to copy both files into
the modding directory (W40k.CT and DarkCrusade.CT). Open W40k.txt and locate the following string: 'LineMap='. Add this
code: 'MapName='World Of Darkness: W40kTable' After the 'MapName=', add your mod's name, but before 'LineMap='. (In
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the case of W40kWA.CT, this should be 'LineMap=DarkCrusade.CT:W40kWA.CT'.) Scroll down to the line just above
'MapName='. The code should look like this: 'MapName=World Of Darkness: W40kTable' Save the file and overwrite the
existing one. Tip: To make the mod work, you need to modify the 'LineMap=World Of Darkness: W40kTable' line to
'LineMap=W40kWA.CT:W40kWA.CT' When you start the game, the first thing you will see is an Info box titled "World Of
Darkness - modded map." Scroll to the end of the box, and there will be a link. Click on the link, and then select "Run Script."
The script will open the file World of Darkness.exe, and it will load your mod. If you save your mod before you start the game,
the mod will load as soon as you start the game. If you don't, the mod will load when you press A. When you start the game, you
should see your mod at the top of the list. Select it, and then press F. Congratulations! You just made your first mod. If you
want to test your mod before you release it, download a Beta version of W40kWA.CT or DarkCrusade. 82157476af
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